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First Things First 2000 
a design manifesto

We, the undersigned, are graphic designers, art directors and visual communicators 
who have been raised in a world in which the techniques and apparatus of advertising 
have persistently been presented to us as the most lucrative, effective and desirable 
use of our talents. Many design teachers and mentors promote this belief; the market 
rewards it; a tide of books and publications reinforces it.

Encouraged in this direction, designers then apply their skill and imagination to 
sell dog biscuits, designer coffee, diamonds, detergents, hair gel, cigarettes, credit 
cards, sneakers, butt toners, light beer and heavy-duty recreational vehicles. Com-
mercial work has always paid the bills, but many graphic designers have now let it 
become, in large measure, what graphic designers do. This, in turn, is how the world 
perceives design. The profession’s time and energy is used up manufacturing  
demand for things that are inessential at best.

Many of us have grown increasingly uncomfortable with this view of design. Design-
ers who devote their efforts primarily to advertising, marketing and brand develop-
ment are supporting, and implicitly endorsing, a mental environment so saturated 
with commercial messages that it is changing the very way citizen-consumers 
speak, think, feel, respond and interact. To some extent we are all helping draft a 
reductive and immeasurably harmful code of public discourse.

There are pursuits more worthy of our problem-solving skills. Unprecedented  
environmental, social and cultural crises demand our attention. Many cultural inter-
ventions, social marketing campaigns, books, magazines, exhibitions, educational 
tools, television programs, films, charitable causes and other information design 
projects urgently require our expertise and help.

We propose a reversal of priorities in favor of more useful, lasting and democratic 
forms of communication - a mindshift away from product marketing and toward the 
exploration and production of a new kind of meaning. The scope of debate is shrink-
ing; it must expand. Consumerism is running uncontested; it must be challenged by 
other perspectives expressed, in part, through the visual languages and resources 
of design.

In 1964, 22 visual communicators signed the original call for our skills to be put to 
worthwhile use. With the explosive growth of global commercial culture, their mes-
sage has only grown more urgent. Today, we renew their manifesto in expectation 
that no more decades will pass before it is taken to heart.

signed:

Jonathan Barnbrook

Nick Bell

Andrew Blauvelt

Hans Bockting

Irma Boom

Sheila Levrant de Bretteville

Max Bruinsma

Siân Cook

Linda van Deursen

Chris Dixon

William Drenttel

Gert Dumbar

Simon Esterson

Vince Frost

Ken Garland

Milton Glaser

Jessica Helfand

Steven Heller

Andrew Howard

Tibor Kalman

Jeffery Keedy

Zuzana Licko

Ellen Lupton

Katherine McCoy

Armand Mevis

J. Abbott Miller

Rick Poynor

Lucienne Roberts

Erik Spiekermann

Jan van Toorn

Teal Triggs

Rudy VanderLans

Bob Wilkinson

and many more

First Things First 1964 
a manifesto

We, the undersigned, are graphic designers, photographers and students who 
have been brought up in a world in which the techniques and apparatus of adver-
tising have persistently been presented to us as the most lucrative, effective and 
desirable means of using our talents. We have been bombarded with publica-
tions devoted to this belief, applauding the work of those who have flogged their 
skill and imagination to sell such things as: cat food, stomach powders, detergent, 
hair restorer, striped toothpaste, aftershave lotion, beforeshave lotion, slimming 
diets, fattening diets, deodorants, fizzy water, cigarettes, roll-ons, pull-ons and 
slip-ons.

By far the greatest effort of those working in the advertising industry are wasted on 
these trivial purposes, which contribute little or nothing to our national prosperity.

In common with an increasing number of the general public, we have reached a 
saturation point at which the high pitched scream of consumer selling is no more 
than sheer noise. We think that there are other things more worth using our skill 
and experience on. There are signs for streets and buildings, books and periodi-
cals, catalogues, instructional manuals, industrial photography, educational aids, 
films, television features, scientific and industrial publications and all the other 
media through which we promote our trade, our education, our culture and our 
greater awareness of the world.

We do not advocate the abolition of high pressure consumer advertising: this is 
not feasible. Nor do we want to take any of the fun out of life. But we are propos-
ing a reversal of priorities in favour of the more useful and more lasting forms of 
communication. We hope that our society will tire of gimmick merchants, status 
salesmen and hidden persuaders, and that the prior call on our skills will be for 
worthwhile purposes. With this in mind we propose to share our experience and 
opinions, and to make them available to colleagues, students and others who may 
be interested.

 

signed:

Edward Wright

Geoffrey White

William Slack

Caroline Rawlence

Ian McLaren

Sam Lambert

Ivor Kamlish

Gerald Jones

Bernard Higton

Brian Grimbly

John Garner

Ken Garland

Anthony Froshaug

Robin Fior

Germano Facetti

Ivan Dodd

Harriet Crowder

Anthony Clift

Gerry Cinamon

Robert Chapman

Ray Carpenter

Ken Briggs



THE FUTURIST MANIFESTO 
F. T. Marinetti, 1909

We have been up all night, my friends and I, beneath mosque lamps whose brass cupolas are bright as 
our souls, because like them they were illuminated by the internal glow of  electric hearts. And trampling 
underfoot our native sloth on opulent Persian carpets, we have been discussing right up to the limits 
of  logic and scrawling the paper with demented writing.

Our hearts were filled with an immense pride at feeling ourselves standing quite alone, like lighthouses 
or like the sentinels in an outpost, facing the army of  enemy stars encamped in their celestial biv-
ouacs. Alone with the engineers in the infernal stokeholes of  great ships, alone with the black spirits 
which rage in the belly of  rogue locomotives, alone with the drunkards beating their wings against the 
walls.

Then we were suddenly distracted by the rumbling of  huge double decker trams that went leaping by, 
streaked with light like the villages celebrating their festivals, which the Po in flood suddenly knocks 
down and uproots, and, in the rapids and eddies of  a deluge, drags down to the sea.

Then the silence increased. As we listened to the last faint prayer of  the old canal and the crumbling 
of  the bones of  the moribund palaces with their green growth of  beard, suddenly the hungry auto-
mobiles roared beneath our windows.

`Come, my friends!’ I said. `Let us go! At last Mythology and the mystic cult of  the ideal have been 
left behind. We are going to be present at the birth of  the centaur and we shall soon see the first an-
gels fly! We must break down the gates of  life to test the bolts and the padlocks! Let us go! Here is they 
very first sunrise on earth! Nothing equals the splendor of  its red sword which strikes for the first time in 
our millennial darkness.’

We went up to the three snorting machines to caress their breasts. I lay along mine like a corpse on its 
bier, but I suddenly revived again beneath the steering wheel - a guillotine knife - which threatened my 
stomach. A great sweep of  madness brought us sharply back to ourselves and drove us through the 
streets, steep and deep, like dried up torrents. Here and there unhappy lamps in the windows taught 
us to despise our mathematical eyes. `Smell,’ I exclaimed, `smell is good enough for wild beasts!’

And we hunted, like young lions, death with its black fur dappled with pale crosses, who ran before us 
in the vast violet sky, palpable and living.

And yet we had no ideal Mistress stretching her form up to the clouds, nor yet a cruel Queen to 
whom to offer our corpses twisted into the shape of  Byzantine rings! No reason to die unless it is the 
desire to be rid of  the too great weight of  our courage!

We drove on, crushing beneath our burning wheels, like shirt-collars under the iron, the watch dogs 
on the steps of  the houses.

Death, tamed, went in front of  me at each corner offering me his hand nicely, and sometimes lay on 
the ground with a noise of  creaking jaws giving me velvet glances from the bottom of  puddles.

`Let us leave good sense behind like a hideous husk and let us hurl ourselves, like fruit spiced with 
pride, into the immense mouth and breast of  the world! Let us feed the unknown, not from despair, but 
simply to enrich the unfathomable reservoirs of  the Absurd!’

As soon as I had said these words, I turned sharply back on my tracks with the mad intoxication of  
puppies biting their tails, and suddenly there were two cyclists disapproving of  me and tottering in 
front of  me like two persuasive but contradictory reasons. Their stupid swaying got in my way. What 
a bore! Pouah! I stopped short, and in disgust hurled myself  - vlan! - head over heels in a ditch.

Oh, maternal ditch, half  full of  muddy water! A factory gutter! I savored a mouthful of  strengthening 
muck which recalled the black teat of  my Sudanese nurse!

As I raised my body, mud-spattered and smelly, I felt the red hot poker of  joy deliciously pierce my 
heart. A crowd of  fishermen and gouty naturalists crowded terrified around this marvel. With patient 
and tentative care they raised high enormous grappling irons to fish up my car, like a vast shark that 
had run aground. It rose slowly leaving in the ditch, like scales, its heavy coachwork of  good sense and 
its upholstery of  comfort.

We thought it was dead, my good shark, but I woke it with a single caress of  its powerful back, and it 
was revived running as fast as it could on its fins.

Then with my face covered in good factory mud, covered with metal scratches, useless sweat and  
celestial grime, amidst the complaint of  staid fishermen and angry naturalists, we dictated our first 
will and testament to all the living men on earth.
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MANIFESTO OF FUTURISM

1. We want to sing the love of  danger, the habit of  energy and rashness.

2. The essential elements of  our poetry will be courage, audacity and revolt.

3. Literature has up to now magnified pensive immobility, ecstasy and slumber. We want to exalt 
movements of  aggression, feverish sleeplessness, the double march, the perilous leap, the slap and 
the blow with the fist.

4. We declare that the splendor of  the world has been enriched by a new beauty: the beauty of  
speed. A racing automobile with its bonnet adorned with great tubes like serpents with explosive 
breath ... a roaring motor car which seems to run on machine-gun fire, is more beautiful than the 
Victory of  Samothrace.

5. We want to sing the man at the wheel, the ideal axis of  which crosses the earth, itself  hurled along 
its orbit.

6. The poet must spend himself  with warmth, glamour and prodigality to increase the enthusiastic 
fervor of  the primordial elements.

7. Beauty exists only in struggle. There is no masterpiece that has not an aggressive character. Poetry 
must be a violent assault on the forces of  the unknown, to force them to bow before man.

8. We are on the extreme promontory of  the centuries! What is the use of  looking behind at the 
moment when we must open the mysterious shutters of  the impossible? Time and Space died 
yesterday. We are already living in the absolute, since we have already created eternal, omnipres-
ent speed.

9. We want to glorify war - the only cure for the world - militarism, patriotism, the destructive gesture 
of  the anarchists, the beautiful ideas which kill, and contempt for woman.

10. We want to demolish museums and libraries, fight morality, feminism and all opportunist and 
utilitarian cowardice.

11. We will sing of  the great crowds agitated by work, pleasure and revolt; the multi-colored and 
polyphonic surf  of  revolutions in modern capitals: the nocturnal vibration of  the arsenals and the 
workshops beneath their violent electric moons: the gluttonous railway stations devouring smoking 
serpents; factories suspended from the clouds by the thread of  their smoke; bridges with the leap 
of  gymnasts flung across the diabolic cutlery of  sunny rivers: adventurous steamers sniffing the 
horizon; great-breasted locomotives, puffing on the rails like enormous steel horses with long tubes 
for bridle, and the gliding flight of  aeroplanes whose propeller sounds like the flapping of  a flag 
and the applause of  enthusiastic crowds.

It is in Italy that we are issuing this manifesto of  ruinous and incendiary violence, by which we today 
are founding Futurism, because we want to deliver Italy from its gangrene of  professors, archaeologists, 
tourist guides and antiquaries.

Italy has been too long the great second-hand market. We want to get rid of  the innumerable muse-
ums which cover it with innumerable cemeteries.

Museums, cemeteries! Truly identical in their sinister juxtaposition of  bodies that do not know each 
other. Public dormitories where you sleep side by side for ever with beings you hate or do not know. 
Reciprocal ferocity of  the painters and sculptors who murder each other in the same museum with 
blows of  line and color. To make a visit once a year, as one goes to see the graves of  our dead once a 
year, that we could allow! We can even imagine placing flowers once a year at the feet of  the Gio-
conda! But to take our sadness, our fragile courage and our anxiety to the museum every day, that we 
cannot admit! Do you want to poison yourselves? Do you want to rot?

What can you find in an old picture except the painful contortions of  the artist trying to break uncross-
able barriers which obstruct the full expression of  his dream?

To admire an old picture is to pour our sensibility into a funeral urn instead of  casting it forward with 
violent spurts of  creation and action. Do you want to waste the best part of  your strength in a useless 
admiration of  the past, from which you will emerge exhausted, diminished, trampled on?

Indeed daily visits to museums, libraries and academies (those cemeteries of  wasted effort, calvaries of  
crucified dreams, registers of  false starts!) is for artists what prolonged supervision by the parents is for 
intelligent young men, drunk with their own talent and ambition.

For the dying, for invalids and for prisoners it may be all right. It is, perhaps, some sort of  balm for 
their wounds, the admirable past, at a moment when the future is denied them. But we will have none 
of  it, we, the young, strong and living Futurists!

Let the good incendiaries with charred fingers come! Here they are! Heap up the fire to the shelves 
of  the libraries! Divert the canals to flood the cellars of  the museums! Let the glorious canvases swim 
ashore! Take the picks and hammers! Undermine the foundation of  venerable towns!

The oldest among us are not yet thirty years old: we have therefore at least ten years to accomplish 
our task. When we are forty let younger and stronger men than we throw us in the waste paper basket 
like useless manuscripts! They will come against us from afar, leaping on the light cadence of  their 
first poems, clutching the air with their predatory fingers and sniffing at the gates of  the academies the 
good scent of  our decaying spirits, already promised to the catacombs of  the libraries.

But we shall not be there. They will find us at last one winter’s night in the depths of  the country in a 
sad hangar echoing with the notes of  the monotonous rain, crouched near our trembling aeroplanes, 
warming our hands at the wretched fire which our books of  today will make when they flame gaily 
beneath the glittering flight of  their pictures.

They will crowd around us, panting with anguish and disappointment, and exasperated by our proud 
indefatigable courage, will hurl themselves forward to kill us, with all the more hatred as their hearts 
will be drunk with love and admiration for us. And strong healthy Injustice will shine radiantly from 
their eyes. For art can only be violence, cruelty, injustice.

The oldest among us are not yet thirty, and yet we have already wasted treasures, treasures of  
strength, love, courage and keen will, hastily, deliriously, without thinking, with all our might, till we 
are out of  breath.

Look at us! We are not out of  breath, our hearts are not in the least tired. For they are nourished by 
fire, hatred and speed! Does this surprise you? it is because you do not even remember being alive! 
Standing on the world’s summit, we launch once more our challenge to the stars!

Your objections? All right! I know them! Of  course! We know just what our beautiful false intelligence 
affirms: `We are only the sum and the prolongation of  our ancestors,’ it says. Perhaps! All right! What 
does it matter? But we will not listen! Take care not to repeat those infamous words! Instead, lift up 
your head!

Standing on the world’s summit we launch once again our insolent challenge to the stars!
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GRAFFITI HEROES #03

In 1974 a 33 year old man named George Davis was convicted of robbing the 
payroll of the London Electricity Board in Ilford. He was nailed on the evi-
dence of cops who were outside the bank at the time of the robbery and was 
sent to prison for 20 years.

However, his friend Peter Chappell was convinced Davis was innocent and 
inspired by discrepancies in the police statements and the fact that none of 
the bloodstains at the scene matched with the defendant, started calling for 
Davis' release. Chappall enrolled some friends and embarked on one of the 
largest sustained grafitti campaigns Britain has ever seen. Over the following 
months 'G DAVIS IS INNOCENT' appeared on walls, bridges and tunnels from 
one side of London to the other, some of which are still visible today.

The vandalism culminated in Chappell and four others breaking into Head-
ingley cricket ground in August 1975 the night before a test match between 
England and Australia. Using plastic cutlery from a service station they dug 
holes in the pitch, filled them with oil and painted 'Sorry it had to be done, 
but George Davis is innocent' in large white letters on the wall as they left. 
The match was postponed and Chappell got 18 months for criminal damage.

The campaign brought the case to the attention of the Home Secretary who 
after a police inquiry released Davis two years into his sentence using the 
highly exceptional and controversial Royal Prerogative of Mercy.

The fight to free George Davis was one of the most spetacular campaigns 
ever fought against injustice, an achievement only slightly marred when a 
year after his release Davis was found guilty of robbing the Bank of Cyprus for 
which he served six years, and three years after which he was caught red-
handed robbing a mail train.

George Davis is now a free man and happily married to the daughter of a 
North London Chief Inspector of Police.

http://www.banksy.co.uk/manifesto/index.html


